Boat Show International - Marina de Vilamoura
25th edition, 11 - 19 june 2022
Open registration for exhibitors

Vilamoura Marina and FIL jointly organize the 25th edition
International Boat Show at Marina de Vilamoura from the 11th to the 19th of June.
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The Boat Show is a nautical exhibition that brings together all types of vessels, new and used
(brokerage), as well as representatives of accessory brands, equipment, and Integrated services
for boats.
This show, with exhibition areas on land and at sea, permits you to experience and test the
equipment in a practical and comfortable manner. Visitors receive a personalized welcome to a
natural environment that reflects a lifestyle.
Vilamoura Marina offers a vast array of services and has one of the best equipped shipyards in
the country, CIMAV – Clube Internacional da Marina de Vilamoura, a top-level competition
training center.
Gathering in a privileged location, the main operators of the sector and assembling the best
conditions to organize a boating exhibition on the water similar to the best practices featured
in the leading international markets.
This type of exhibition permits immediate contact and testing of the equipment in a practical
and comfortable manner avoiding the delay between its exhibition presentation and the water
test.
It also allows for a better welcome and personalized treatment of visitors and the reception of
customers in a more attractive and engaging environment in the spirit of nautical culture.
There will be two successful side events, on June 11th, namely the 2nd edition of the
Vilamoura Boat Show Golf Trophy and the 2nd Edition of the Marina De Vilamoura Boat Show
Regatta 2021.
The Visitors of the Boat Show are buyers, investors, business Partners, enthusiasts of the
featured areas, regulatory entities of the Sector, media and the public in general. Besides, the
registration for exhibitors is already open, would you please find further information at
https://vilamouraboatshow.fil.pt/

